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• In the standard model (SM) the strangeness-changing neutral current 
decays of hadrons with missing energy (  ) arise mainly from the loop-
induced quark transition 𝑠 → 𝑑𝜈 𝜈

• Such decays are highly suppressed in the SM, with branching fractions 
of order 10−10 or less
• E.g.      SM perdictions

• The modifications due to new physics (NP) may translate into effects 
big enough to be discoverable.

FCNC strange hadron decays with missing energy



• Measurements:

• Extracting from existing data:

• SM predictions:

K meson decay with missing energy



Flavor SU(3) octet of spin-1/2 baryons & decuplet of spin-3/2 baryons 



• Effective Lagrangian for 𝑠𝑑ϕ ϕ interactions at low energies

ϕ represents an electrically neutral, colorless, invisible, spin-0 particle.

Model-independently               are generally complex free parameters.

• It contributes to  ∆𝑆 = 1 kaon and hyperon decays with missing energy
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Contribution of invisible spin-0 bosons



• Mesonic matrix elements

Hadronic matrix elements



• Baryonic matrix elements are estimated with aid of chiral perturbation 
theory at leading order:

Hadronic matrix elements



NP couplings affecting FCNC kaon & hyperon decays with missing 
energy carried by spin-0 bosons ϕ ϕ

Contributions of couplings to kaon and hyperon modes



• 1

• 2

• 3

Kaon sector as constraints

&                           has weaker constraint from experiment



• NP contributing only through operators with pseudoscalar 𝑑𝑠 part

• The constraints come mainly from               and lead to

• Obtaining

• The upper values of these limits is close to the BESIII sensitivity levels.

NP-enhanced hyperon rates (𝑚ϕ = 0)



• NP contributing only through operators with axial-vector 𝑑𝑠 part

• The constraints come mainly from                           and lead to

• This translate into

• The upper values of these limits exceed the BESIII sensitivity levels.

NP-enhanced hyperon rates (𝑚ϕ = 0)



• With 𝑚ϕ > 0, maximal branching fractions of hyperon modes can be 
higher

NP-enhanced hyperon rates (𝑚ϕ > 0)



• 123

• 456

Invisible fermions as contribution to FCNC



• NP contributing only through operators with pseudoscalar 𝑑𝑠 part

• The constraints come mainly from               and lead to

• Obtaining

NP-enhanced hyperon rates (𝑚𝑓 = 0)



• NP contributing only through operators with axial-vector 𝑑𝑠 part

• The constraints come mainly from                           and lead to

• This translate into

• The upper values of these limits exceed the BESIII sensitivity levels.

NP-enhanced hyperon rates (𝑚𝑓 = 0)



Comparison with invisible fermions



Conclusions

• FCNC hyperon & kaon decays with missing energy are potentially 
sensitive to physics beyond the SM, while they have different set of 
underlying NP operators.

• Ongoing & future experiments on the hyperon ones can provide 
access to possible NP effects which is complementary to that from 
the kaon sectors.

• NP with invisible scalars is more detectable for future experiments.
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